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THE NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OF CANADA

JOINS WITH THE NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
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The Department of External Affairs announces today

that an exchange of diplomatic notes took place today between

Canada and the U .S.A. confiz ming the agreement between the National

Research Council of Canada and the National Aeronautics and Space

Adr.dnistration for participation by the National Research Council in

the development of the Advanced Space Transportation System .

Under this agreement, the NRCC, through contractual arr an-

gements with Canadian industry, will design, develop and construct the

first flight unit of the Space Shuttle Recaote Manipulator System (SR11S) .

The SRMS is a fifty-foot arr~ -like device attached to the cargo bay of the

Orbiter spacecraft, the orbiting element of the Space Shuttle . The SRtLS

will be used to move scientific satellites and other space vehicles from

the cargo bay and place them in orbit . It will also be used to retrieve

recoverable payloads for return to earth .

SPAR Aerospace Products Limited is the prime contractor for the

SRZIS and with RCA Limited, CAE Electronics Limited and Dilworth, Secord,

Meagher and Associates I:is:ited, its principal subcontractors, has been

workir g on the preliminary design since November 1975 . SPAR and the sub-

contractors are also designing and building a si .r.,ilation facility to sir.u-

late on earth the conditions under which the 311111S will be required to operate

in space .
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The agreement i3 similar to the NASA agreement with the ! pean

Space Agency (ESA) whereby ESA is to design, develop and build the SPACELAB,

a manned space laboratory that fits in and remains with the Orbiter Space-

craft during a SPAMMAB r3ssion .

Both Canada and Europe are funding the cost of the research and

development for thei.M respective parts of the overall Space Transportation

System program . In tercs of direct benefits, the NASA /IIRCC agreement assures

Canada access to both the Space Shuttle for spacecraft launches and service

missions and to the SPAC :-;LAB for experiments and applications, and in the

interim, to conventional launch facilities . Access to space is needed by

Canada not only to maintain viable research programs in the space sciences

but also to exploit the expanding potential of satellite cor .ti^ninications and

sensing system3 . In addition, the HMS program h*ill improve the Canadian indus-

trial capacity for the design and construction of advanced space systems and

provide a technological base from which Canada could participate in th- 3

future global market for remote handling syste,^Ls capable of operating in a

variety of environments .
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